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Sleeping Women - Awake!
Day #2
May 10, 2022

The female psyche is cleared of all contracts of limit as souls in female bodies are
held the the circle of power of their Sophia Authority to discern and declare.
Arleigh:
Most important thing I saw: As a last act of power before hiding their gifts, the
women released the thought into into the world ‘See women as small’. It surrounded
the world. That energy is now cleared and sent to Cosmic Compost.
Lee:
I was a healer with amulets and herbs, that I hid in a cave on the ocean in NO CA.
It is a cave that holds lovers in a cocoon.
Sharon Alexander:
My gifts include a connection with nature/earth, and esp. animals, then trees. A
KNOWING , ability to discern good/bad, nourishing/ damaging
Angelique:
I saw me hiding my gift in the Forest. Mother saved it for me up till I should ever
need it again in a balanced and harmony way.WE , from this Sacred Ancient Sisterhood
made te promissory and commitment to protect our Gifts. We have made the stand in
Sacred Circle and spoke our Truth not to be dominated ever. This feels as strong as
never before and all are connected with each other.
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AlexSandra:
I will write here that as a child I grew up on a big farm with lots of woods and I
hid often and wrote poetry by the pond among the trees. I drew my strength from
Mother Nature.
In 1976 I spent months at a clinic due to sickness and became involved with a
medical student and got pregnant. I was not healthy enough to carry a child and I knew
intuitively that I could take herbs to induce miscarriage. Later I wrote a booklet called
HERBAL ABORTION
I still know how to induce marriage during this time of anti-abortion but I can't
share this information,
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